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Wave  astrology  combines  scientific  research  with  the  experiential  knowledge  of  astrology

Harmony and disharmony in
November 2023

Forecasting of earthquakes in
November 2023

The quality of time at the birth
of a human being in November

2023

Biographical rhythms from the
42th to the 48th year

The magazine "The Quality of Time" is now published one year. This is the occasion to 
point out here once again the essence of wave astrology. It is also a documentation of 
the development of wave astrology. Added this year is the application of the theory in 
the form of a first approach of an AI. The theory of wave astrology is based on the 
gravitational harmonics of the planetary great bodies Sun, Moon and planets. Apart from
the sun, all move on nearly circular orbits. They represent thus classical oscillation 
formations, oscillators. The large bodies of the solar system affect each other constantly
over the gravity. These oscillators are all coupled among themselves, so that the 
common center of gravity of the planetary system constantly changes within the sun and
thus also affects the activity of the sun. But this constant change also affects the Earth. 
The resulting oscillation patterns are very complex and are taken into account in 
classical astrology approximately by the aspects (angles) under which they appear from 
the Earth. As research has shown, such a complex and non-linearly behaving system 
can only be fully grasped by an AI. The result is changes in probability over time for 
stable (harmonic) and unstable (disharmonic) states on Earth.   

Your Wave Astrology Team 
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Harmony and disharmony in November 2023

Let's look at the harmony and disharmony in November 2023:

Figure 1; The quality of time in November 2023; full moon is on the 27st, new moon on the 13th.

November is varied, with phases of instability and 
disharmony predominating. Evolution is always an alternation
between stable and unstable periods. November is a 
melancholy month in the northern hemisphere, a gloomy 
month. The sun shines shorter, when it does, and the 
colorfulness of autumn disappears in a foggy gray. Please 
always note the energy of the individual planets. Please 
always note, the general time quality, as it is calculated in the 
curves, is also valid for the people of your environment.

Fig. 2. the misty woman spins the world; from a quartet of seasons

Look below at the framework of the "Astrological Primal Principles". Do you need <ability to do 
work; drive; energetics; momentum; energy; will; courage to start anew;> , then look at the curve of
Mars, in which time space it is harmonious. The curve should be above the middle line.

Also look at the curves of the other planets, maybe they inhibit or promote their activities.

Do not want < resistance; inhibition; stagnation; > in their undertakings, then look at the curves of 
Saturn, it should not be below the line in the disharmonic area .
The energy to the primordial principles can be found in the figure below.

Harmony-Disharmony

The upper curve is the
cumulative curve of all

planets.

If the curve is blue, it
indicates an unstable and

disharmonic time. 

A red curve indicates
harmonic and stable times.

ATTENTION: the curves
show only the changes in
probability for harmonic
and disharmonic times.
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Figure 3: The energy of the quality of time in November 2023

Energy

The upper curve is the
cumulative curve of all

planets.

The distance of the curve
from the black line

indicates the strength of
the energy.

It is a measure of the
energy of harmonic and

disharmonic states.

ATTENTION: the curves
show only the changes in

the probability for the
energy.

Astrological Primordial Principles

Energy (astrologically assigned to Mars)
Ability to do work; drive; energetics; momentum; aggression;Energy; Will; Courage to start anew; Anger, spontaneity, strife;
Harmony (astrologically assigned to Venus)
pleasant agreement of the parts of a whole; stability; beauty; love; aesthetics; Convenience; slovenliness; overindulgence;
Information (astrologically assigned to Mercury).
Exchange of messages in coupled systems; communication; thinking; inquisitiveness; language; lack of concentration; 
superficiality;
Emotion (astrologically assigned to the Moon)
Emotional movement; excitement; unconscious; longing; moodiness; depressed mood;
Egocentrism (astrologically assigned to the Sun)
Center forming; central force; centralism; individualization; strength; ego force; arrogance; egoism; pride; vanity;
Transformation (astrologically assigned to the asteroid belt and alternatively to Pluto)
Die and become; transformation; regeneration; upheavals; letting go; Tensions; tearing energy; destructuvity;
Growth (astrologically assigned to Jupiter).
Increase; expansion; multiplication; seeking dominion; Development; expansion; immoderation; loss of control;
Concentration (astrologically assigned to Saturn)
gathering; crowding together; concentrating; solidifying; striving for stable order; Resistance; inhibition; stagnation;
Spontaneity (astrologically assigned to Uranus)
sudden change; flash of thought; dissolution of ossified structures; originality; transformation of all values; eccentricity; chaos;
Reconciliation (astrologically assigned to Neptune).
Homogenization; reconciliation; selflessness; altruism; Inspiration; deception; disappointment; illusions; addictions;

ATTENTION:  These are astrological empirical values which have not yet (to our knowledge) been examined according to
scientific criteria. Therefore, they can only be used as a guide for the evaluation of harmony (red) and disharmony (blue) of the

planetary curves.
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Biographical rhythms from the 60nd to the 72th year

Interpretation of the general rhythms for the years from 60 to 72.

Looking at the superposition curve, you see a deep dip around 62 years, and then again 
around 65 to 67 years. At 66 / 67, Saturn is square to its
natal position. These are challenges that come to every 
personality. Often inhibitions and resistances as well as 
fears of the coming years are felt. Old - becoming is 
individual, and depends very much on how one has 
lived up to now, which focal points were important in 
life. 

Saturn shows up to 65 harmonies, is in sextile to itself, 
an indication that new tasks can be found. There are 
opportunities for spiritual growth, if you are open to 
them. 

Fig. 4. Biographical rhythms from the 60th to the 72nd year.

Ideal for the completion of the personality would now be topics, which could not be 
taken up in the younger years or which had to step as talents in favor of the life 
mastering into the background. Jupiter points to still favorable possibilities in this phase
of life. The curve of Uranus is disharmonious until the age of mid-60s. Changes and 
upheavals are indicated, which are often felt to be burdensome. For many, their previous
occupation ends in their mid-60s. This means a strong, often crisis-like break in life. 

Transition to old age

 One can also speak of the transition crisis into retirement. For many people, the years 
from 63 to 67 are difficult, often marked by a farewell to the world of work, to the job 
they have held up to now. Younger colleagues have a better performance capacity. This 
can also be a psychological burden. For some time, the declining performance can be 
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compensated by the experience. But for most, it is impossible to ignore the fact that 
physical and mental strength is declining, often forcing a departure from the job or 
leading to illness that makes the usual work impossible, so that the employment 
relationship must be terminated. Letting go is often a difficult challenge. Jupiter is in 
opposition to itself, Saturn in square. The cumulative chart is
clearly disharmonious. 

Jupiter and Saturn are harmonious at the beginning of this
phase of life. 

You can use the momentum of the early years of this stage of
life and already start thinking about "the time after", i.e. not clinging to the familiar, but 
looking for new opportunities for development, new tasks that have been neglected so 
far. 
(to be continued)

"Only he remains alive
who is willing to let

go."
Carl Gustav Jung
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The quality of time at the birth of a human being in November 2023

Figure 5: The probability of a higher IQ when a person is born in November 2023. If the curve is above the midline, 
then this time falls into the "High IQ" pattern for the highly gifted..

Important: During the whole period children are born with a high and a low intelligence quotient.
The curves only indicate the changes in probability.

Figure 6: The probability of low IQ when a person is born in July 2023. If the curve is above the midline, then this 
time falls within the pattern for low IQ.

Muster <High IQ> Korrelation 3.Ordnung. Aus einer 
Gruppe von 62 Hochbegabten Personen werden 91,9 %
wiedererkannt. Aus einer Gruppe von 1000 zufällig 
gewählten Events im Zeitraum 1900 bis 2100 werden 
41,3 % erkannt, die sowohl hochbegabt als auch nicht 
hochbegabt sein können. 
Die Trennschärfe beträgt 50,6 % 

Muster <Low IQ> Korrelation 3. Ordnung. Aus einer Gruppe
von 30 Personen mit einem IQ<96  werden 100 % 
wiedererkannt. Aus einer Gruppe von 1000 zufällig gewählten
Events im Zeitraum 1900 bis 2100 werden 20,1 % erkannt, die
sowohl einen geringeren oder einen höheren IQ haben. Die 
Trennschärfe beträgt 79,9 % 
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Can these curves also be used for the start (birth) of projects?
There is no research on this yet. But it could be a hypothesis.

Figure 7: The probability for the characteristic "low risk-taking/strong need for harmony" when a person is born in 
November 2023. If the curve is above the center line, then this time falls into the pattern for a "low risk-taking/strong 
need for harmony".

Even these few, statistically validated research studies indicate that there is still a large field for 
further investigation. For this purpose, groups of people with the same character traits must be 
studied. If such groups show significant deviations from the continuum (average), patterns can be 
created for prognostics.

To the interested readers: If you know such groups of people with special, statistically secured 
character traits, you can send them to us for testing for significance. If it is a trait that deviates from 
the average, we can create a sample. 

Muster <Low Risc> Korrelation 3.Ordnung. Aus einer 
Gruppe von 25 Personen mit einer “geringen 
Risikobereitschaft“ werden 96 % wiedererkannt. Aus einer 
Gruppe von 1000 zufällig gewählten Events im Zeitraum 1900
bis 2100 werden 9,9 % erkannt, die sowohl eine geringe oder 
eine höhere Risikobereitschaft haben. Die Trennschärfe 
beträgt 86,1 % 
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Artificial intelligence in the forecasting of earthquakes in November
2023.

The fluctuating planetary gravitational field influences not only activities of the sun, but also those 
on earth. A special correlation function describes the harmonics of these fluctuations. Groups of 
earthquakes form oscillation patterns that differ significantly from randomly chosen control groups. 
These patterns are suitable as an element of an AI for assessing the probability of earthquakes.

Mattern A
Group of the 41 strongest earthquakes of the last century (1900-2000).

The pattern used here finds 100% from the list of 41 strongest earthquakes. However, 25.8% of 
the 1000 events are also identified as earthquakes from a randomly selected list. The discriminatory
power (difference) from the continuum is 74.2 .

Figure 8: Curve of pattern A for the period 2023-8. Above the center line, the probability of a pattern A earthquake is 

greater.
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Pattern B
A list of 513 earthquakes (Earthquakes of magnitude 6.5 or greater or those that caused fatalities, 
injuries or substantial damage. BRK--Berkeley. PAS--Pasadena. ) in the time period 1997-01-05 to 
2002-06-18].
82% from the group of 513 earthquakes were recognized as earthquakes. From a randomly selected
comparison group of 1000 events, 27% were identified as earthquakes. The comparison group of 
1000 events was randomly selected in a time period from 1900 to 2100.

Figure 9: Curve of pattern B. 513 earthquakes for the period 2023-7. Above the center line, the probability of a pattern 
A earthquake is greater.

Important: This does not exclude major earthquakes.
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Fluctuations of the planetary gravitational field and nonlinear interactions with 
matter.

From the preface to the book

The hypothesis presented in this book arose by chance. My experience in creating a mathematical 
model for calculating partially-coherent light waves through optical systems, applied to the 
planetary system, led to an algorithm that can be interpreted as a nonlinear interaction of 
microgravity with matter. This does not describe causalities but only correlations of a probabilistic 
nature. A correlation function is developed that can describe changes in the probability of stable and
unstable states in matter.

With the found correlation function the triggering of earthquakes was investigated as the first. 
...
Previous studies related to the triggering of earthquakes do not take into account the interactions of 
the gravitation of the planets. 
The studies of groups of earthquakes showed significant deviations from the control groups and 
confirmed the assumption that the harmonics of the planetary gravitational field have an influence 
on the triggering of earthquakes. Surprisingly, it was not only the harmonics of the Sun and Moon. 
These results suggested that it might be possible to use these harmonics to predict earthquakes as 
well, which was also confirmed that the correlation function found could be used to predict changes
in the probability of earthquakes. 

It was further suggested that the fluctuations of the planetary gravitational field could also have a 
stabilizing or destabilizing influence on other processes of evolution on Earth. The correlation 
function was applied to the structure formation of human intelligence and the stability of mental 
processes. Again, significant results were found in the statistical studies. 

The results so far suggest that the correlation function may be suitable for describing influences on 
further processes of human evolution. The method can also be applied as an element of an artificial 
intelligence, …

Michael E. Nitsche
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In this book, the structure formation of human intelligence, the stability of mental processes, the 
developmental psychology of humans, social events and crises, but also the triggering of 
earthquakes are investigated on the basis of the planetary gravitational field. The fluctuating 
planetary gravitational field forms frequency patterns that can be used for predictions in an artificial
intelligence.  
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Publications in peer reviewed journals on this theory (with a German translation) can be found
here: http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/Published%20articles.htm

Guest posts
Do you have individuals, groups of individuals, special events or groups of events?
We will review you and, if suitable, conduct research and publish the results with you in our 

journal or in an international peer reviewed journal.

Your own research?
If you intend to conduct your own research independently of us, you can purchase the 
astro-basis program (manual here: http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-
2.htm ). With this program all research results were obtained, which were published in the 
international journals 
Earth & Environmental Science Research & Reviews; 
International Journal of Clinical & Medical Informatics; 
Journal of Robotics and Automation Research;
Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology; 
were published.
For further requirements you can also purchase the astro-extended program (manual here:
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-extended.htm ). This program can 
among other things also carry out resonance examinations (transits) statistically secured. 
Contact us, we will advise you! 

Contract research for your personal questions 
Do you need quality time for personal appointments, births, or groups of people? 

We calculate the time quality matrices for you with statistical tests for significance.
For one appointment we will charge you 80,-€, for groups up to 30 events or persons 120,-€.  

Sponsoring
Would you like to support our research financially? 

Please get in touch with us. Your support can also refer to individual studies, for example. An 
internationally published research article can then include the addendum: "This research was 
conducted by ...... Your name or company.... sponsored. In addition, your name or company can - if 
you wish - be published on our homepage with a link.
Contact us, we will advise you!

Registration
If you would like to receive the Time Quality magazine by email in the future, please let us know 
here: zunds@zunds-institut.de  
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Older issues of The Quality of Time can be found in the archive  http://www.zunds-
institut.de/archiv.htm

Logout
If you no longer wish to receive the magazine, please send us an email to: zunds@zunds-institut.de  
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